COVID-19 Daily Update
2 p.m., Aug. 10, 2020

Current Situation Overview – Douglas County
Total Cases: **744** (647 Inactive/Past Infectious Period)
Current Active Cases: **97**
Deaths: **5**
New Cases: **30** (since 2 p.m. Friday)
Added to Inactive: **22** (since Friday)
Travel-Related Cases: **78**
Local Transmission: **230**
Contact of Positive Case: **317**
Probable Case: **3**
Transmission TBD: **116**

Number of People in Douglas County Tested During Outbreak: **12,787** ([KDHE testing map](https://example.com))
Current LMH Health Inpatients Positive for COVID-19: **4**

- We have updated our age range categories today to match the KDHE’s ranges on its report.
- We have found that the Douglas County case total on the KDHE map will include redundant cases, cases routed to us in error or cases that are eventually assigned to another county. These are impossible for KDHE to know, because they are responsible for the whole state. Usually we figure it out, and then it eventually gets corrected at the state level.